On last Tuesday morning Craig Tolliver came into town heavily armed, and stated that he apprehended trouble with James and Jesse Blair, and requested several of our citizens to go out and make an effort to secure peace between them. After remaining in town an hour or so, he started out, and discovered the two Blair's, armed with double barrel shot guns, coming into town. He returned and informed Judge McKenzie of the facts. The Judge at once placed Tolliver under arrest and disarmed him, and summoning a posse he arrested the two Blairs, and disarmed them. After a talk it was agreed that the parties were the victims of a misunderstanding, and they pledged themselves to peace and good nemeanor and were permitted to depart. They are cool, determined, brave men, and but for the prompt action of Judge McKenzie, serious trouble would have resulted, and he deserves great credit for it. It may be understood now that there will be no disturbance of our peace allowed while there is physical force enough in the county to prevent it, and bring turbulent men to justice.—The Gem.